A variety of non-photorealistic rendering styles include lines extracted from 3D models. Conventional visibility algorithms make a binary decision for each line fragment, usually by a depth test against the polygons of the model. This binary visibility test produces aliasing where lines are partially obscured by polygons or other lines. Such aliasing artifacts are particularly objectionable in animations and where lines are drawn with texture and other stylization effects. We introduce a method for anti-aliasing the line visibility test by supersampling, analogous to anti-aliasing for polygon rendering. Our visibility test is inexpensive using current graphics hardware and produces partial visibility that largely ameliorates objectionable aliasing artifacts. In addition, we introduce a method analogous to depth peeling that further addresses artifacts where lines obscure other lines.
Introduction
Common to many non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) techniques is the use some form of stylized lines. Such lines may include static 3D features such as creases and texture boundaries, as well as viewdependent features such as silhouettes, suggestive contours and suggestive highlights. Using the conventional graphics pipeline, such features may be drawn as solid, straight lines in 3D, and their visibilty can be resolved using the standard z-buffer algorithm (typically offset slightly relative to the polygons to disambiguate visibility where the lines and polygons are colocated). However, the z-buffer approach cannot be used for lines drawn with stylization effects such as varying thickness, over-or under-shoot, wavy path, and texture (e.g., Figure 6 ) because such effects cause the lines to be drawn in areas of the image near but not exactly identical to the location where visibility should be tested. Therefore, algorithms for drawing stylized lines from 3D models generally compute visibility for the lines prior to rendering them.
Typical line visibility algorithms generate a binary decision for every line fragment. Unfortunately such tests are subject to aliasing, leading to rendering artifacts such as those shown on the left in Figure 1. This paper describes an anti-aliasing approch to line visibility that results in partial visibility at every line fragment and, as shown on the right, largely ameliorates aliasing artifacts in the rendered lines. The specific contributions are:
• The notion of rendering lines with partial visibility as a mechanism for anti-aliasing.
• An algorithm for computing partial visibility of lines by super-sampling from an item buffer.
• The use of ID peeling in an item buffer to improve rendering quality where lines overlap in image space, and providing a quality-performance tradeoff when readback of the item buffer becomes expensive.
Background and Related Work
For an overview of line visibililty approaches, especially with regard to silhouettes, see the survey by Isenberg et al. [2003] . One general strategy combines visibility and rendering by simply causing the visible lines to appear in the image buffer, for example the techniques of Raskar and Cohen [1999] or more recently Lee et al. [2007] , both of which worked at interactive frame rates by using hardware rendering. These approaches limit stylization because by the time visibility has been calculated, the lines are already drawn. On the other hand, explicit computation of line visibility has been the subject of research since the 1960's. For example, Appel [1967] introduced the notion of quantitative invisibility (QI), and computed it by finding changes in visibility at certain (typically rare) locations. This approach was further improved and adapted to NPR by Markosian et al. [1997] who showed it could be performed at interactive frame rates for models of moderate complexity.
Appel's algorithm and its variants can be difficult to implement and are somewhat brittle when the lines are not in general position. Thus, Northrup and Markosian [2000] adapted the use of an item buffer (which had previously been used to accelerate ray tracing [Weghorst et al. 1984] ) for the purpose of line visibility, calling it an "ID reference image" in this context. Several subsequent NPR systems have adopted this approach, e.g. [Kalnins et al. 2002; Kalnins et al. 2003; Cole et al. 2006] , and the algorithm described in this paper also builds on this strategy. Kaplan [2007] described a method for computing QI using an item buffer, and we believe we could compute "partial" QI by combining his method with ours.
Any binary visibility test, including the item buffer approach, will lead to aliasing artifacts, analogous to those that appear for polygons when sampled into a pixel grid. The classic polygon aliasing artifacts are the "jaggies" that appear along the boundaries of a polygon, where the polygon covers only a fraction of a pixel. Considerable effort has been devoted to antialiasing for polygons [Foley et al. 1990] . A common strategy for addressing such artifacts is to supersample, for example with the use of the A-buffer [Carpenter 1984] . This paper demonstrates that such methods, originally developed for polygons, can be adapted to anti-alias line visibility with a similar quality-performance tradeoff.
This paper also describes ID peeling, which is based on the depth peeling approach described by Everitt [2001] . Depth peeling was originally used to correctly render transparent objects without depth sorting. As described in Section 3.2, the ID peeling can be adapted to allow the item buffer to store more than one line per pixel.
Finally we note that partially visible lines have already been used for various stylistic effects in NPR. For example Winkenbach and Salesin [1994] and Hertzmann and Zorin [2000] controlled line density among hatching lines by varying line weight and opacity.
Algorithm
The basis of our line rendering pipeline is the item buffer method of Northrup and Markosian [2000] . An item buffer is an off-screen buffer that contains visibility information for a set of 3D lines. To create an item buffer, the polygonal model is first drawn into the depth buffer. Each individual line is then drawn into the color buffer with a unique color (as in Figure 1 ), while testing against the model's depth buffer. For a model M, a set of 3D lines L, and associated colors C, the item buffer is created as follows:
def drawItemBuffer(M, L, C): set color mask = false, depth mask = true draw M set color mask = true, depth mask = false draw each l in L, colored by C Lines are drawn with depth mask (writing to the depth buffer) disabled to prevent z-fighting between lines. Drawing the item buffer without depth writing usually does not cause additional visual artifacts, because when all lines are drawn in a similar style, it is usually not possible to tell which line is in front and which is behind. Each pixel of the item buffer contains the unique color of a single visible line fragment at that pixel. While efficient and fairly accurate, this approach suffers from two major flaws, one general and one peculiar to the item buffer. The general flaw is that an item buffer has limited resolution, and cannot be trivially anti-aliased due to the special meaning of the line colors. Any visibility algorithm (e.g. raytracing) suffers from this restriction, and our supersampling implementation also generalizes to visibility approaches besides the item buffer. The particular flaw is that only a single line color can exist as a given pixel, even if more than one line fragment is visible at that pixel. This restriction is due to the limited size of the graphics card's framebuffer, and ID peeling is a way to circumvent this hardware restriction.
Supersampling
The conventional approach to anti-aliasing for rendering is to take several sub-pixel samples and average their colors to obtain the final pixel color. This approach fails in the case of the item buffer, however, because color is used to encode the line indices. Averaging two colors results in a spurious line index. In order to supersample the item buffer, we need an aggregating operation that preserves the proper line indices.
Our approach is first to render the item buffer at high resolutionbetween two and six times the full-screen resolution. This can be done by either increasing the screen resolution and drawing the lines with width equal to the supersampling factor (width 2 for 2×2 supersampling), or drawing multiple copies of the item buffer with subpixel offsets. We chose the latter, because although drawing the geometry multiple times can degrade performance, we have noticed that thick lines in OpenGL behave unpredictably and may vary from platform to platform. Subpixel offsets also allow the possibility of jittered supersampling with random offsets, though we have not implemented such a scheme.
A fully visible line fragment may lie across the subpixel samples of multiple adjacent pixels (Figure 3 ). If each pixel contains n samples, we label each sample from 1..n. A fragment's visibility is determined by the number of sample labels covered in a 3x3 pixel neighborhood around the fragment. For example, if n = 4 and the line covers samples 1, 3 in one pixel and samples 2, 4 in an adjacent pixel, the fragment has full visibility. Because of the neighborhood check, this test can overestimate the visibility of a line fragment by up to one pixel.
ID Peeling
A conventional item buffer holds only a single ID per pixel. In even simple models, however, multiple lines will often project to the same item buffer pixel (Figure 2 ). This problem becomes worse as the model becomes more complex. For a large number of cases, however, only a small number of lines will fall on any single pixel (Table 2) . We can exploit this property by adapting the technique of depth peeling [Everitt 2001 ].
In depth peeling, multiple layers of depth information are obtained by rendering the scene multiple times, each time allowing a fragment to pass the depth test only if it is farther from the camera than the closest fragment at the same position in the previous layer. Our version is similar, except that instead of using a second depth test, we allow a line fragment to pass only if its index is lower than the highest index at the corresponding pixel in the previous layer (assuming lines are drawn in ascending order). If the maximum number of lines overlapping a single pixel is n, we can recover the full visibility information in n passes.
The result is a set of n item buffers that when taken together, provide complete visibility information for each line (Figure 2 ).
Results
Supersampling and ID peeling together repair most of the visual artifacts associated with visibility testing using an item buffer (e.g., Figures 1 and 2 ). However, both methods impose a performance cost. Table 1 shows the effect of supersampling and ID peeling on framerates for the Falling Water model. The Falling Water model is a relatively complex model with many parallel and overlapping lines, so it provides a good "stress test" for our algorithm. Both supersampling and ID peeling impose a sub-linear performance cost, though ID peeling dominates. Tripling the number of layers (from 1 to 3) roughly halves frame rate, while for the same performance hit the number of samples may be increased from 1 to 9.
We have found that for almost all models and views, nearly full visibility information can be recovered with three or four item buffer layers, though to remove all artifacts under animation more layers may be required. More layers are also required at high supersampling levels, as supersampling tends to increase the item buffer depth complexity.
Base 4× 9× 16× 25× 1 Layer 17.6 13.6 9.7 7.1 5.3 2 Layers 12.5 9.0 6.1 4.2 3.0 3 Layers 9.8 6.9 4.5 3.1 2.2 Table 1 : Frames per second for supersampling and ID peeling. Timings are from a rotating a full view of the house model from Figure 1 at 800x600 window resolution. The model has approximately 10,000 line paths. Tested system had a 2.3GHz Athlon 64 CPU and an NVIDIA 8800GTS GPU. Table 2 : Fraction of item buffer pixels that overlap multiple lines.
Of the item buffer pixels that touch any line, the vast majority touch four or fewer lines. The box view is Figure 2b , House view 1 is Figure 1 , and House view 2 is the same view, but zoomed out until the entire model is visible (see Figure 5) . No supersampling was used for this experiment. Figure 4 : Supersampling Error. The average squared error in visibility against the number of samples taken, for the view in Figure 1 . Error is computed against supersampling at 36x, which is considered zero error. Eight item buffer layers are used. The knee in the curve appears at 4× supersampling, and there is little gain after 16× supersampling. Table 2 shows the percentage of item buffer pixels that touch one or more lines. For simple models such as the box, there are no pixels that contain more than two lines. For complex models such as the Falling Water, some pixels can overlap many lines, though for the view shown in Figure 1 , 99% of all pixels that overlap any line overlap three or fewer lines. For a more difficult view, where the model is zoomed out until it fits entirely on the screen (Figure 5 ), 91% of all line pixels overlap three or fewer lines. Exceptional cases exist: for example, one could imagine zooming out until the entire model fit under a single pixel. In such pathological cases, however, perfect visibility information is usually not important.
The gain from supersampling generally falls off rapidly after only four samples, as measured by the average squared difference in visibility from an image created with 36 samples (Figure 4) . Qualitatively, we find there are usually small visual differences that can be detected up to 16 samples, but after that point the visual impact of additional samples is minimal.
Finally, the accompanying video demonstrates the impact of these enhancements under animation. An animated cube shows aliasing artifacts that are addressed first by ID peeling and then by supersampling. The next example shows these effects for the more challenging Falling Water model, which includes many tiny overlapping lines. We note that in this example, 9× supersampling is used together with 8 ID layers, resulting in reduced aliasing. However, we believe that in this case, more sampling would further improve the result, but would exceed the memory capacity of our graphics card. 
Conclusion and Future Work
Supersampling and ID peeling together drastically reduce the number of objectionable visual artifacts when rendering stylized lines. For interactive applications, most of the benefit can be had by using only 4× supersampling and 3-4 item buffer layers. For offline animation, there is no reason not to use many samples and many item buffer layers to achieve the best possible quality.
There are several directions for future work in this area. First, our supersampling and ID peeling are currently too slow to achieve the best possible quality at interactive rates. While we were conscious of performance when creating our implementation, we left several possibilities for further optimization open.
For complex models and high supersampling rate, drawing the entire set of lines once per sample can become expensive. In these cases, it may be advantageous to draw a single, scaled-up item buffer and deal with the vagaries of thick line drawing.
The major and relatively fixed cost of the item buffer algorithm is the readback from the GPU and the processing on the CPU. Deeper layers of ID peeling tend to contain very few non-zero pixels. It may be possible to gain efficiency by using a hierarchical representation such as a quadtree where empty branches can be pruned.
In the longer run, our goal is to move the entire line visibility processing pipeline onto the GPU and avoid CPU-side processing as much as possible. Current graphics hardware should contain the functionality necessary to achieve this, but mapping the item buffer algorithm onto the GPU efficiently remains a challenge. 
